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In today’s extreme 
volatility, one strategy 
have been proven to be 
highly effective –
HODL. 

HODL is a term derived from a 
misspelling of "hold" that refers to buy-
and-hold strategies in the context of 
bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

It also means “Hold-on-dear-life”

Hodlers wash their hands of all 
this volatility and prognostication. They 
simply hodl, which helps them to 
counteract two common destructive 
tendencies: FOMO (fear of missing out), 
which can lead to buying high, and 
FUD (fear, uncertainty, and doubt), 
which can lead to selling low.







Current 
Problems 
in the 
market

Hodlers are earning 0% interest on their assets

Some of them hodl their assets in their cold wallet 
while some hodl in them in exchanges, earning 0% 
interest!

Exchanges takes all the profits

What do exchanges do with your assets? 

Are you getting any interest in return? 

Shitcoin Hodlers

There are fail/scam projects  everywhere, and some 
unlucky people who invested will become bag 
holders.

There are fail/scam projects  everywhere, and some 
unlucky people who invested will become bag 
holders.



What if there is something out there that can
let you earn interest on your idle assets on a 

protocol that is SAFE

AND

Let you GAIN value from your shitcoins?



INTRODUCING
SAFEGAINS 
DEFI Protocols



What is 
Decentralized 
Finance (DeFi)?

Defi are financial applications 
built on blockchain 
technologies, typically using 
smart contracts.

These applications and peer-
to-peer protocols developed 
on decentralized blockchain 
networks that require no 
access rights for easy lending, 
borrowing, or trading of 
financial tools.



The DeFi Boom

The amount of money invested in DeFi or 
what we call it, Total Value Locked (TVL) 
climbed to over $20 billion in January 2021, 
up from $690 million from January 2020, a 
20X increase in 1 year!

The amount of money invested in DeFi or 
what we call it, Total Value Locked (TVL) 
climbed to over $20 billion in January 2021, 
up from $690 million from January 2020, a 
20X increase in 1 year!



Types of DeFi applications

Borrowing and 
Lending 

Protocols

Decentralized 
Exchanges (DEX)

Payment 
Protocols

Prediction 
Market

Protocols

Stablecoins



Why is DeFi
so popular?

DeFi has been facilitating financial 
freedom around the world. 

It offers tools for investors to 
protect their wealth from tough 
capital controls. Besides, DeFi
makes the remittance process 
faster, simpler and more cost-
effective.

Attractive returns!



SAFEGAINS 
protocol

SAFEGAINS protocols is a set of 
DEFI protocols designed to 
maximise hodlers returns while 
ensuring 100% safety and security 
of users’ assets. 

Through its innovative protocols, 
SAFEGAINS pools digital assets 
together with a mission to merge 
all alt coin communities to build 
the SAFEGAIN community and 
TVL to a critical mass, bringing 
value to its stakeholder.



PHASE 1 –
SAFEGAINS HODLERS POOL

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Hodlers Pool Community Aggregator
Yield Farming

Lending & Borrowing

Protocol

• Community Building
• TVL Generation
• Reward Hodlers

• Secondary revenue 
for hodlers

• Launch of Safegains
Token

• Tertiary revenue for hodlers

Objective



SAFEGAINS Hodlers Pool is an audited DeFi
protocol written on a Smart Contract designed 
to reward hodlers.

When a Hodler withdraws his assets, 1% will be 
taxed where 0.8% will be distributed to all the 
hodlers in the pool according to their stake 
again, and 0.2% will go to the treasury wallet. 

When a Hodler deposits his assets, 1% will be 
taxed where 0.8% will be distributed to all the 
hodlers in the pool according to their stake, and 
0.2% will be rewarded to the referrer.

PHASE 1 –
SAFEGAINS HODLERS POOL



How it works –
Holder A deposits to the pool

Hodler D Deposits 
$10,000 worth of BTC

Referrer

0.2%

99.8%
Hodler A

Holdings: $10,000 BTC
Gets $20 worth of BTC 

(0.2%) 

Hodler D
Holdings: $9,900 BTC

(99%)

Hodler B
Holdings: $10,000 BTC
Gets $20 worth of BTC 

(0.2%) 

Hodler c
Holdings: $20,000 BTC
Gets $40 worth of BTC 

(0.4%) 

SAFEGAINS HODLERS 
POOL



How it works –
Holder C exits the pool

Hodler A
Holdings: $10,000 BTC

Gets $80 worth of BTC (0.4%) 

Hodler B
Holdings: $10,000 BTC

Gets $80 worth of BTC (0.4%) 

Hodler c
Holdings: 

$20,000 BTC

SAFEGAINS 
HODLERS POOL

Hodler C Exits

0.4%

0.4%

Hodler C gets $19,800 
including all rewards 
he earned previously.

Treasury Wallet
$40



45 Days Reward Halving

All hodlers rewards will be reduced by 50% after 45days after their last deposit. 
This is to incentivize liquidity in the hodlers pool. 

There are 2 ways to regain full rewards again.

1. Withdraw your funds and deposit them again. 
2. Deposit a higher amount than your initial deposit.

You deposit some 1000 USDT on Day 1 
and you are getting an average of 10 

USDT each day as rewards.

You On Day 46, you will get 5 USDT 
as the 45 Days Reward Halving 

have commenced.

To regain full rewards, 
you can either withdraw your USDT 

and deposit them again 
or deposit 1001 USDT.



Earn from your idle assets like 
never before!

All funds are held in an audited 
smart contract, with no risk of 

being hacked!

The maximum “loss” is 2%, IF you are the 
first person who deposit and the first 
person who withdraw from the pool.

As long as you hodl, you earn interest from 
everyone else!!

SAFEGAINS HODLERS 
POOL BENEFITS

Passive Income Highly Secured ALL HODLERS WINS!



SAFEGAINS HODLERS POOL BENEFITS
PASSIVE INCOME
Earn from your idle assets like never before!

HIGHLY SECURED
All funds are held in an audited smart contract, with no risk of being hacked!
Audit is conducted by Renown Blockchain Audit firm, Paladin.

100% NO RUG-PULL!
Ownership of the smart contract is renounced. Nobody will be able to change the perimeters 
of the smart contract anymore as the private keys belongs to no one now, 100% rug-free! 

ALL HODLERS WINS!
The maximum “loss” is 2%, IF you are the first person who deposit and the first person 
who withdraw from the pool. As long as you hodl, you earn interest from everyone else!!



PHASE 2 –
Community Aggregator Yield Farming

Our Yield Farms allow users to earn SAFEGAINS 
tokens while supporting our protocol by staking LP 
Tokens.

Only shitcoins that achieved certain requirements 
such as being listed on CMC are allowed to be 
swapped, and its value will be determined by 
certain metrics and calculations. 

Our innovate and unique community protocol 
allows shit coins holders to swap their tokens for 
locked SAFEGAINS tokens to participate in our yield 
farms, creating huge value in return.



How it works

Hodler A Gets $10,000 worth of 
Locked SAFEGAINS token

Deposits 
$10,000 worth of shitcoin

Deposits the other 
yield farming pair to start farming

HODLER A
Gets 50% of the farm rewards Safegain hodlers gets the other 

50% of farm rewards

DEPOSIT 
BNB/BTC/ETH

To start farming

LOCKED
SAFEGAINS token 



PHASE 3 –
Lending & Borrowing

Leveraging on the existing TVL on SAFEGAINS 
Hodlers Pool, hodlers will now be able to lend 
out their assets for additional interests!

It helps lenders earn safe and stable yields and 
offers borrowers undercollateralized loans for 
leveraged yield farming positions, vastly 
multiplying their farming principals and 
resulting profits.



HOW IT WORKS

Hodler A
Holdings: 

$10,000 BTC

Hodler B
Holdings: 

$10,000 BTC

Hodler c
Holdings: 

$20,000 BTC

SAFEGAINS 
HODLERS POOL

Hodler A, who have $10,000 worth of 
BTC in the hodlers pool, can borrow up 
to a maximum of 50% of his collateral. 

Depending on the utilization of the 
pool, the interest rate varies.

Once funds are borrow, interests is paid 
to the other hodlers in the pool.



SAFEGAINS CREATE VALUE FOR HODLERS 
LIKE YOU, AND REWARDS THOSE WHO 

JOINS US

HODL WITH US TODAY!
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